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This article is a sequel to my study in [2] of the splitting of algebras whose 
structure is similar to that of purely inseparable field extensions. The algebra 
of a finite connected afIine group scheme is an algebra with this kind of 
structure. In this special case, there are interrelations among the structure 
constants which imply that the splitting field of the algebra is generated 
over the base field by adjoining roots of certain “essential” structure con- 
stants. In particular, the degree of the splitting field over the base field 
is much smaller than in the general case. 
The reason that a result of this nature is useful is that it shows that if 
L/K is a finite purely inseparable extension then, in general, I’ = Spec(L) 
cannot be made into a principal homogeneous space for any group scheme 
G = Spec(A) over X = Spec(K). Indeed, when G exists such that I’ is a 
principal homogeneous space for G over X then [A: K] = [L: KJ and one 
has the following relations between the splitting fields of A and L over K: 
S(L/K) = L - S(d/K), 
[S(L/K): K] < [L: K] - [&4/K): K]. 
(1) 
With the bounds obtained on [S(d/K): K] relative to [A: K], it is an easy 
task to find many estensions L/K such that the above inequality cannot 
hold for any possible A. 
I first noted the relations (1) in an unpublished part of my thesis. There 
I showed that there exist extensions L/K which cannot lead to principal 
homogeneous spaces for any afline vector group scheme. S. U. Chase was 
the first one to show that a specific extension L/K could not be a principal 
homogeneous space for any possible affine group scheme. For the explicit 
extension L/K which he wrote down, he showed that no group scheme 
G = Spec(A) with [A: K] = [L: K] could have S(A/K) large enough for 
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the relations (1) to hold. I am grateful to Chase for sending his example 
and proof to me in manuscript form for his work soon led me to discover 
the special way in which s(A/K) is g enerated when A is the algebra of a 
finite connected affme group scheme. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let C be an algebraic closure 
of K. Let @ denote tensor product over K. If A is a K algebra and E is an 
extension field of K, let A, denote B @ E whenever A @ E is viewed 
as an algebra over E. 
To set the stage for the main theorem, we recall some results and termi- 
nology from [2]. The key notion is that of special K algebra since this class 
of algebras includes both the algebras of finite connected affine group 
schemes and finite purely inseparable field extensions. We say that a K 
algebra -4 is a special K algebra if A = K[.q ,..., xr] where the defining 
relations for x1 ,..., x,. are of the form 
for 1 < i < r. (2) 
Here a,,a E K and qi == pei where e, > ... > e, 3 1. Also 
with 
In this case, we say that A has type t = (or ,..., s,?) as a special K algebra 
and xi ,.,., x,,. is a normal generating sequence or NGS for B over K. Note 
that qr > ... 3 qr so that if CL = (01~ ,..., c+) ~1~ then 01~ = 0 for i < K < Y. 
This means that in the structure equations (2) the element xii is expressed 
as a polynomial in the elements x’$ for 1 < K < i. 
We can define a special K algebra by an arbitrary choice of the structure 
constants a,,, E K. An important example is obtained by choosing a,,, = 0 
for all i and 01. Then 
m5” = 0 for 1 < i < r. (3) 
In this case, we call A a special STP algebra over K. Here STP algebra 
stands for “simply truncated polynomial algebra.” 
Now let A be an arbitrary special K algebra and define diq, E C to be 
the pith root of a,,e E K. Let 
S(AIK) = K[di,,l, 1 <i<r and ol~1~. 
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S(A/K) is called the splitting field of A over K. If E is an extension field 
of s(a/K), then in A, we can form elements 
Then d, = E[u, ,..., ur] and the defining relations are simply z@ = 0. 
Thus LZ, is a special STP algebra over E. 
In general, we will say that a K algebra d is strongly splittable if for 
some field extension E of K the algebra A, is a special STP algebra over E. 
We now state the basic facts we need from [Z]. 
THEOREM A. Let A be a K algebra. Tlzefollowing conditioru al-e equivalent: 
(1) A is a special K algebra. 
(2) 3 is stTo?zgb splittable. 
THEOREM B. Let A be a special K algebra and let X be a subset of A 
which generates A over K. .The-n there exists an NGS x1 ,..., x9. of 3 ozler K 
such that, for all i, xi E X. 
THEOREM C. Let A be a special K algebra and let E be a ,field e.vtension 
of I(. The folloeving conditions aye equivalent: 
(1) A, is a special STP algebra ocey E. 
(2) A, is a subalgebra of a direct sum of STP algebras over E. 
(3) S(A/K) C E. 
These results amount to Theorems 1, 2, and 9 of Chapter 2 of [2]. Our 
preliminary remarks reviewed the easy steps: (3) 3 (1) of Theorem C and 
(1) 7 (2) of Theorem A. We have stated that if L is a finite purely inseparable 
extension of K then L is a special K algebra. This is proved in Section 3 
of Chapter 1 of [2]. We have also stated that if G = Spec(B) is a finite 
connected afline group scheme, then -4 is a special K algebra. We now show 
this. 
If E is an extension of K, let GE = Spec(d,). Then G, is a finite connected 
atline group scheme over E. We apply this when E = C. Then by the 
theory of finite connected group schemes over an algebraically closed field 
[l, p. 1521, 4, is a special STP algebra over C. Therefore -4 is strongly 
splittable, and thus, by Theorem A, A. is a special K algebra. 
We are now going to study how S(A/K) . g is enerated when G = Spec(A) 
is a finite connected affine group scheme. We need a definition. 
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DEFINITION. Let a: = (a1 ,..., a,) be a multiindex. We say that a is 
essential if for some j with 1 < j < r: 
(1) OIj is a power Of p. 
(2) c+ =OforK #j. 
Before stating the main theorem, we will need an additional remark. Since 
G is a group scheme, there is an augmentation homomorphism y: A -+ K. 
Let M = Rer v. Since G is connected, A is a local ring, hence M is the 
unique maximal ideal of A. It is clear that A = K @ M and thus M is 
a set of generators of 4 over K. By Theorem B, we can choose an NGS 
Xl ,*.., X, of A over K such that, for all i, xi E M. We then obtain a slight 
simplification in the structure equations (2), namely 
UQ = 0 for 1 < i < r. (4) 
Here the subscript 0 stands for the multiindex (O,..., 0). 
We now state the main theorem. 
THEOREM I. Let G = Spec(A) be a jnite connected aflne group scheme 
over K. Let M be the unique maximal ideal of ,4 and let x1 ,..., x,. be an NGS 
for A over K such that xi E M for all i. Let the elements aisa and di,, be dejined 
as in the discussion above. Then the splitting $eld S(AjK) is generated over K 
by the elements di,, where 1 < i < r, 01 E Ii and 01 is essential. 
Proof. Payt 1. ,4 reduction via base change. 
Let E be the subfield of S(A/K) g enerated over K by the elements di,= 
where 1 < i < P, (Y ~1~ and 01 is essential. To show that E = S(A/K), 
it suffices by Theorem C to show that A, is a special STP algebra. Now 
A, = E[yl ,..., ~1~1 where yi = .lci @ 1. The structure equations (2) become 
for 1 < i < T. (5) 
Note that precisely the same structure constants a,,ol appear in (5) as in (2). 
By definition of E, we also have 
a,,iu E Eqi (6) 
for 1 < i < r and 01~1~ , (y. essential. We must use the fact that A, is the 
algebra of a finite connected affine group scheme together with (6) to show 
that A, is a special STP algebra over E. 
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It is no loss to now change notation by replacing E by R, A, by A? and 
yi by xi for 1 < i < Y. The conditions (6) are then replaced by 
ai,a E Kqf (7) 
for 1 < i < r and 01 E Ii , 01 essential. We must now show that A is a special 
STP algebra over K. 
Part 2. The plan of attack. 
By induction, we will construct elements zr ,..., z1 E A such that 
A: gi rzz 0 for 1 <i <r. 
B: d = K[x, ,.=., Xk ) Zptl )..., XJ for 0 < k < r. 
(8) 
The defining relations for A over K in terms of the generators xl ,..., x8 ? 
z:li+1 I...> x, will be 
A: x2 = C ai,axYia for 1 <i<k. 
EEIi 
(9) 
B: z;j = 0 for kfl <j<r. 
No additional relations are needed because these relations imply that 
31 )... , ,x-k ) XkTl ,..., a,. generate a K algebra of dimension at most 
Taking k = 0 in (8B) and (9B), we will be able to conclude that -4 is a 
special STP algebra over K and the proof of the theorem will then be com- 
plete. 
It remains to construct 2. ,. ,..., x1 and to verify (8). We do this by descending 
induction. We may assume that we have constructed .a,, ,..., .z~+~ so that 
A: ,?$ = 0 for k+l <j<r. 
B: A = K[x, ,..., x, , z,+~ ,..., XJ for k ,< .wz < 7. 
(10) 
We must then find ,Q so that (10) holds with k replaced by k - 1. Note 
that at the initial stage, k = Y, (10) is valid. 
Part 3. The construction of zk. 
We now proceed to construct z6 . Define subsets P and Q of 1, as follows: 
P = (a E Ig ak,, E K”), 
Q = Ik - P. 
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Note that, by (4) and (7), if 01 = 0 or if 01 is an essential element of Iti then 
a: E P. Now, for 01 E P, let b,,, E K be the q,th root of ak.or . Set 
Then we have 
A: zk qP = 1 ak,pqk” 
EEQ 
B: A = K[x, ,..., xkpl , zk ,..., z,.]. 
(11) 
If we can show that Q = o then we are done since, from (ll), we will 
obtain (10) with K replaced by K - 1. We assume that Q f o and devote 
the remainder of the proof to obtaining a contradiction. 
Part 4. Preparation. 
We will simplify the notation. Let q = qn and y = z~. Let wr ,..., w, 
stand for x1 ,..., q-r , y, zK+r ,..., z,. . If a = (~lr ,..., CC?) E J, set 
a(x) = (oil ,...) illk-l), 
a(Y) = OLP, 
We then have 
w* = 91 . . . . . xyl . ,% 
'1 h-l 3 
. z%+' . . . . . ‘fi" 
k+l 1 
= xds) aG)&) 
Y * 
We rewrite (IIA) as follows: 
yn = C alc,awqE = C ali,pqTQiycx’. (12) 
*EQ *EQ 
Using (IOA) and the fact that q = q2 > qj for K + 1 < j < Y, we also have 
ZiQ = 0 for K+ 1 <j<~. (13) 
We now explain how we hope to obtain a contradiction. Define m = 
Minimum{1 01 /: DI E Q}. Pick 0 E Q with ) G 1 = 18. We hope to show that 
ak,o E Kg which will imply that (T E P, a contradiction. We note immediately 
that since 0 E I, 
u = (a1 )..., (Tk-1 , o,..., o>, 
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where 
for 1 < i < 15 - 1. 
Moreover, since (r E Q,, (T is neither 0 nor essential. This fact has an important 
arithmetical consequence. 
7 = ( 7.1 )..., 7-1;--1 ) 0 )..., O), 
with 
TfO,O and 0 < -r,; < oi for 1 < i < K - 1 
such that the generalized binomial coejkient (r) given by 
is not divisible by p and hence reduces mod p to a nonzero element of K. 
Of course, to obtain a contradiction, we will need to use the fact that 
G = Spec(A) is a group scheme. Let 
6: A -+ A @ A 
be the K algebra homomorphism which defines the group law of G. We 
apply 6 to both sides of (12) to obtain 
8(y)* = C akJi(xqaQ’)= V4? 
This will be the key equation we use. 
Part 5. Location of elenzents. 
In the calculations we wish to do, the crucial elements will lie in the 
K subalgebra B = K[x~ ,..., xk-J of 4 and in B @ B. Note that 3 is a 
special K algebra but that B need not be the algebra of a finite connected 
afine group scheme. We first study the location of certain elements in B. 
Let M = C xiB be the maximal ideal of B. Set J* = / - fO>. Call a 
multiindex $ E J* restricted if p(y) = 0 and p(z) = 0. Finally set n = qm, 
LEMMA 2. Let /3 E J*. Then wQB E B. More precise$ 
(1) w@ E MQIBI. 
(2) If /3 is not restricted then zu@ E !W. 
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Proof. If P(X) # 0, then z@ = 0 by (13) and we are done, so we may 
assume that p(z) = 0. Then 
wQB =X Q4(qyqp) = ..ql . . . . . pe&-’ . [f]B”* 
By (12), yg E MQ so that we have 
Thus 
This is statement 1. We now show statement 2. By assumption, j3 is not 
restricted so that we must have ,8(y) f 0 in view of our previous assumption 
that p(z) = 0. Since A@(~) E B, it is enough to show that yq E ilP. By (12), 
it is enough to show that 
ymee) E fife for OLEQ. 
If 01 EQ then a: is restricted so we may apply statement 1 to show that 
&“) = W”E E fipllal 
Finally, if 01 E Q, then j 01 1 3 HZ so that Q 1 cx j > n, as desired. 
To calculate in B @ B, we need to introduce the maximal ideal N = 
M @ B + B @ M of B @ B. Note that if t is an integer 
Using this and Lemma 2, we immediately obtain 
LEMMA 3. Let p, y E J*. Then 
(1) Z&J @ zvqy E Nql~lf~l~l. 
(2) If either ,l3 OT y is not restricted then wqB @ wqy E Nn+l. 
In the final part of the proof, we will calculate modulo N”+l and these 
lemmas will be used to eliminate many unneeded terms. Therefore, if 
u, ZI E B @ B we set u = ‘u if 1~ - 21 E Nn+l. 
At the end of the calculation, we will want to set equal corresponding 
terms in two expressions for S(y)“. To do this, we will need to know that 
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certain elements form a K basis of B @ B modulo N”+r. For this we need 
one additional lemma. We set s = k - 1 and let 
s = {a = (aI )...) 01,): 0 < Lxg < &). 
LEMMA 4. Let t be an integer. Then 
(1) If 01, p E s and j 01 / + / p j > t, the-n xa @ 9 E Nf. 
(2) Let T = ((01, /3) E S X S: 1 01 / + / /3 j < t>. The elements xti @ 29 
mhere (01) /3) E T form a K basis of a compkmenta~y subspace to Nf in B @ B. 
Proof. Statement 1 is trivial. Statement 2 depends only on the fact that 
B is a special K algebra of type (qr ,..., q3) with x1 ,. . . , x, as a normal generating 
sequence. For this proof, it is no loss to extend the base field. We therefore 
assume for the proof of this lemma that K is algebraically closed. Now, 
the elements Y @ xs with (01, jl) E T clearly generate B @ B as a K vector 
space modulo Nt. Thus, to prove the lemma, we must show that: 
/ T / = dim&? @ B/N). 
By our assumption on K, B is a special STP algebra over K. Let B = 
Kb, >...> us] where ui *i = 0 for 1 < i < s. Then it is trivial to show that 
the elements us. @ us with (01, p) E T form a K basis of B @ B modulo -Wt. 
Thus 1 T j is the dimension of B @ B/W, as desired. 
In the application of this lemma, we will take t = 72 + 1. 
Part 6. Cmclusio~z. 
We now use Eq. (14) to obtain the contradiction we need to complete 
the proof. First, by well known properties of the diagonal map 6, we can 
write 
6(y) = y @ 1 + 1 @ y $ 1 bq,ywC @ ZO”. (1% 
R,YEJ* 
Here the coefficients ba,y and ~~,a,~ lie in K. Using (15) together with (12), 
we compute 6(y)g 
S(y)Q = y* @ 1 + 1 @ yQ + c (b,,JQ ZIP @ ZU”Y 
E,YEP 
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We will eliminate terms in the above equation by congruence modulo Nn+l. 
In advance, we define the index sets which will result: 
D = ((8, y) E J* x J*: 8, y restricted and I,!3 1 + 1 y 1 < flz}. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain from (17): 
S(y)* 5.e c ak,u(Zu*= @ 1 + 1 @ ZP) 
CXR 
We now want to calculate B(y)p module i’P+r using (14). It is clear that 
we must first study the individual terms 6(;$+)) for 01 EQ. Let a: = 
(011 >***, gk-1 , 0 ,..., 0) EQ and note that 1 011 = cur + ... + 01~~~ > ?rz. Then 
(1% 
k-l 
= ,,c,, 6) ,*a @ w*(=+-). 
\\ 
We justify the congruence step as follows. Consider any term in the product 
which involves a factor 
(c~,s,y)” z@ @ w*y. 
The factor itself lies in Mq @ MY C N”Q. The term will also have 
(011 + ... + c&l) - 1 > WI? - 1 
other factors, each lying in Nq at least. Such a term will therefore lie in 
N24+'"-1'4 = N?z+q C Nn+l - 
Therefore we can eliminate such a term using congruence modulo Nn+r. 
We next observe that if I 01 1 > HZ then the last formula in (19) shows that 
S(X*~(~)) lies in N n+l. We therefore obtain from (14) and (19) 
(20) 
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We will now compare (18) and (20). Ob serve that both sums are made up 
of terms which are multiples of the elements which, by Lemma 4, form a 
K basis of B @ B modulo Nnfl* Therefore we can set equal corresponding 
terms. Recall that in Part 4, we picked (T E Q with 1 c 1 = m. By definition, 
u E R. Choose 7 as in Lemma 1 and set 0 := 0 - T. Then zuqr r@ zu@ appears 
once in each of the sums in (18) and (20). Equating coefficients, we obtain 
This shows that ak,0 E KQ which is the contradiction we need to establish 
the theorem. 
EXAMPLY+--VECTOR GROUP SCHEMES. We now examine the special case 
of vector group schemes. Let G = Spec(A) be a finite connected affine 
group scheme. We say that G is a vector group scheme if G can be embedded 
as a subgroup scheme of G,” where G, is the standard additive group scheme. 
Let 6: A + g @ L4 be the diagonal map and set 
P = (x E d: S(r) = x @ 1 + 1 13 .v>. 
Then P is a K vector subspace of the maximal ideal of A and P is isomorphic 
to Hom(G, G,). It is easy to show the lemma. 
LEMMA 5. G is a vector group scheme * P generates -4 as a K algeba. 
Assume now that G is a vector group scheme. Choose a normal generating 
sequence x1 , . . . , . , Y E P of ;2 over K. With notation as usual, define: 
Hi = (a Eli: 01 is essential). 
By applying 6 to the structure equations (2), one can show that ai,or = 0 
if CL $ Hi. Thus the structure equations simplify to 
Conversely, given any constants a,,, EK for 1 <i <r and a~&, one 
can define a vector group scheme G = Spec(A) by using (21) for the struc- 
ture equations of A and by setting 8(xi) = xi @ 1 + 1 @ xi for 1 < 2’ < r. 
In general, to obtain the splitting field S(A/K) of A, we will need to adjoin 
all of the roots di,, for 1 < i < r and 01 E Hi since there are no relations 
which are forced to hold between the constants a,,, in the case of vector 
group schemes. This shows that Theorem I is best possible. 
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2. APPLICATIONS 
Let -4 be a special K algebra. Then the dimension of -4 over K is pm 
for some integer nz. We call m the exponent of A over K and write ?rz = 
e[.4: K]. Define s[il: K] = e[,!+4/K): K]. We call s[;l: K] the splitting 
exponent of A relative to K. 
Fix e, > ... > e, 3 1. As in Section 1, set qi = pei. Let Ii and Hi be 
the multiindex sets defined in Section 1. Define for 1 < i < Y 
fi = C (ek - ei). 
lKi 
Then it is easy to show that 
1 Ii 1 = pfi If41 =fi. 
Finally, set t = (ql ,..., qr). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a special K algebra of type t. Then 
s[A: K] < i eipfi. 
i=l 
Proof. We must show that e[S(A/K): K] < XI=, ei 1 Ii /. Taking p 
powers, this is equivalent to showing 
In our earlier notation, we know that S(A/K) is generated over K by the 
elements di,a for 1 < i < r and CL E Ii . We also know that di,oi is a pith 
root of an element of K. The estimate for the dimension of S(A/K) over K 
is obvious from these facts. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let d be a special K akebra of type t and assume that 
A is the algebra of a jiinite connected afine group scheme oger K. Then 
s[A: K] < i eifi . 
i-1 
Proof. Using Theorem 1, we can replace Ii by Hi and argue as in the 
proof of Proposition 1. 
We are now ready for our main application. 
THEOREM 2. Let L/K be a jinite purely inseparable extension of type t 
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as a special K algebra. Let X = Spec(K) and Y = Spec(L). Assume that Y 
is a principal homogeneous space for some group scheme over X. Then 
s[L: K] < i ei(fi + 1). 
i-1 
Proof. Let Y be a principal homogeneous space for G = Spec(A) 
over X. 
Step 1. A, = A @L and L, = L @L are isomorphic as L algebras. 
This is a general fact about principal homogeneous spaces. 
Step 2. A is a special K algebra of type t. 
L is a special K algebra of type t 
3 L, is a special L algebra of type t, 
,1 A L is a special L algebra of type t, 
2 A is a special K algebra of type t. 
The only implication that is non-trivial is the last one. The fact that A 
is a special K algebra comes from Theorem A and the remark that if A, 
is strongly splittable then so is 4. We see that L, L, , ds. , and A all have 
type t since type is unchanged under base extension. 
Step 3. G is connected. 
By Step 2, A is local so G is connected. We can therefore apply Proposi- 
tion 2 later. 
Step 4. S(LjK) = L . S(A/KK). 
By Step 1, S(A,/L) = L . S(A/K) = S(L,/L) = L . S(L/K). But, by 
Proposition 9 of [2, Chapter I], L C S(LjK) so we have Step 4. 
Step 5. s[L: K] < e[L: K] + s[A: K]. 
Obvious from Step 4. 
Step 6. s[L: K] < x,L1 ei(fi + 1). 
This now follows from Step 5, Proposition 2, and from the obvious 
equation: e[L: K] = C e, . 
COROLLARY. Let L/K be a jinite purely inseparable extension of type t 
such that 
s[L: K] > 2 ei(fi + 1). 
i=l 
Thera Y = Spec(L) is never a principal homogeneous pace for any a$ne group 
scheme over X = Spec(K). 
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Remark 1. A glance at the general bounds on s[L: K] provided by 
Proposition 1 show that these bounds are much larger, in general, than 
those allowed in Theorem 2. Thus it is easy to find purely inseparable 
extensions which do not give rise to principal homogeneous spaces for any 
group scheme. Let us take an example: r = 2, e, = 2, e, = 1. Thenf, = 0 
and fs = 1. The general bound on s[L: K] is 
s[L: K] < 2 + p. 
To insure that L/K does not give rise to a principal homogeneous space 
for any group scheme, it is enough by the corollary to require that 
s[L: K] > 4. 
If p > 3, we can obtain the desired example. Examples with p = 2 are 
only slightly more difficult to obtain. 
Remark 2. It is possible to replace Theorem 2 with a stronger but 
more technical theorem in which the conclusion states how S(L/K) must 
be generated as an extension of L. The exact form of this revised conclusion is 
S(L/K) is generated over L by the following elements ci,a where 
1 <i<rand/IEHi 
Here di3, denotes the qith root of a,,,: and ai,or is a typical structure constant 
as in (2) for a normal generating sequence xi ,..., X, of L/K. 
We sketch how the proof of this result goes. LL = L @L is generated 
by the elements ui = xi @ 1 - 1 @ xi which lie in the maximal ideal 
of L, . The sequence ur ,..., u, is a normal generating sequence with structure 
constants bi,s and ci,s is the q,th root of bi,s . The isomorphism of Step 1 
of Theorem 2 together with Theorem 1 then gives the above conclusion. 
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